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Abstract—Network security has become an increasingly im-
portant yet challenging issue in present production networks.
State-of-the-art solutions cannot meet the overall requirements
of high-efficiency security, due to the complicated configuration
demands, heavy network traffic and ever-increasing network
scale. In this paper, we present LiveSec, a scalable and flexi-
ble security management architecture, which achieves holistic
security protection with good scalability and flexibility in large-
scale networks. LiveSec employs a new Access-Switching layer
to provide: 1) interactive policy-enforcement that enables fine-
grain control for the end-to-end traffic of network tenants
or users, 2) distributed load-balancing that dynamically dis-
patches security workload over incrementally-deployed security
service elements, 3) application-aware network visualization
that helps to identify and locate security events, via live
traffic monitoring and historical traffic replay. LiveSec has
been deployed in Tsinghua University since December 2010.
Currently, we are successfully supporting more than 50 users
simultaneously (wireless and wired), and over 200 VM-based
service elements.

Keywords-network management; network architecture; secu-
rity; OpenFlow;

I. INTRODUCTION

Production networks, e.g. data center networks and enter-

prise networks, have become an integral part of the Inter-

net fabric today. Typically, large-scale production networks

consist of thousands of commodity PCs, hosting a wide

variety of applications and protocols under strict reliability

and security constraints [1]. This makes the security man-

agement in production networks very complicated. Recent

studies show that the correctness of manual configuration

for the distributed networking equipments is essential to

keep the entire network working successfully [2]. Howev-

er, with the expansion of the scale, production networks

ever-increasingly represent a high-demand yet challenging

environment for correct and effective security management,

mainly in the following three aspects:

• Holistic security protection. Regarded as the key in-

frastructure to provide services to multiple tenants or users,

production networks highly desire holistic security solutions

[3], to protect the network from both inside and outside

malicious behaviors, and keep the network services always-

on to guarantee network tenants or users against any data

loss.

• Scalable security performance. To process the massive

data delivery by data-intensive network services in real time,

production networks extremely pursue wire-speed security

performance, to follow the rapid development of network

bandwidth. Hence the scalability is also distinctly important.

• Flexible security management. The rapid growth of the

network scale, plus the ever-evolving networking equipments

and the protocols, dramatically raise the network complexity

and administrating difficulty, which further drives the secu-

rity management both error-prone and expensive. Thus the

demand for easy and efficient security management is ever-

increasing.

In terms of these requirements, existing network archi-

tecture in production networks suffers from a series of

limitations as follows.

• Poor end-to-end security coverage. Security middlebox,

e.g. Firewalls and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), are

generally deployed at the gateway of production networks.

In order to protect between every pair of work zones (or

even hosts) inside the network, more standalone security

middleboxes have to be assigned in the end-to-end physical

data paths. Furthermore, complicated policies are required

to be enforced for coercing end-to-end flows to traverse

specified middlebox. Both of these mechanisms are not only

inflexible and costly, but also inefficient and too complicated

for the security management tasks.

• Single point of performance bottleneck. Due to existing

concentrated management architecture, production networks

have to employ high-performance security middleboxes to

fit the bandwidth of backbone network, which results in

high cost and limited performance scalability. Even worse,

failures are more often to happen at security middleboxes

in overloaded work zone (single point failure), while the

security resources will be wasted for those middleboxes in

idle work zone.

• Decentralized and complicated management. For d-

ifferent work zones, network tenants or users, decentral-

ized management needs to enforce various and complicated

policies to control the networking and data delivery work

as required. However, deploying security middleboxes in
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modern networks further increases the complexity. Yet most

existing solutions require substantial manual configuration

by operators to achieve even moderate security. Distinctly,

it is hard to eliminate misconfiguration. Various problems

can arise to decrease the network reliability. On ther other

hand, the locating of these problems is also quite difficult.

To address these issues, we present LiveSec, a scalable

and flexible architecture for effective security management

in modern production networks. LiveSec employ an Access-

Switching layer to support fine-grain control to the end-to-

end flows of network tenants or users. To the best of our

knowledge, LiveSec is the first that considers incremental

extensions based on existing network environment to achieve

a clean-slate solution, rather than exploring a fork-lift re-

placement of the entire networking infrastructure from the

ground up. With LiveSec, security management problems in

production networks can be solved from:

• Full-mesh security. Security middleboxes can be added

into production networks as service elements through the

Access-Switching layer, and applied for any end-to-end

network tenants or users, by enforcing policy of off-path

access in the Access-Switching layer. Therefore, the security

can be guaranteed for the entire network.

• Linearly-increasing performance. Service elements can

be distributed anywhere in production networks, thus the

heavy network traffic can be assigned to different service

elements by flow-level or user-level load balancing. There-

fore, the performance can be linearly raised by increasing

the number of service elements. Meanwhile, the single point

failure and the waste of processing resources can be also

avoided.

• Centralized management. LiveSec employ a global

controller to obtain the entire network information, e.g.

network logical topology and Network Information Base

(NIB) [4]. The controller can manage the global policies for

every network tenant or user, and is in charge of unified

policy enforcing, service element traversal, service-aware

routing, etc. Therefore, the management is simplified but

effective in LiveSec. Any security problems in the network

can be quickly located when occurring.

All these advantages result from the novel design that

all service elements can interact with the LiveSec con-

troller, and LiveSec controller can do load balancing among

multiple service elements according to their real-time load,

and furthermore, take action against the end-to-end flow

according to the detecting report of service element.

Finally, our key contributions are threefold:

• Agile architecture. LiveSec is functionally layered,

including Network-Periphery layer, Access-Switching layer

and Legacy-Switching layer. The Network-Periphery layer

includes wireless and wired users, VM-based service el-

ements. The Access-Switching layer leverages OpenFlow

technologies to provide policy-based access management,

traffic control and load balance for periphery layer, and the

Legacy-Switching layer utilizes existing network architec-

ture to build a high-performance interconnection for Access-

Switching layer.

• Elastic service. Based on LiveSec, we provide diverse

security services by introducing security service elements,

such as intrusion detection, protocol identification, virus

scanning, content inspection and so on. We design different

methods to effectively manage the security elements. For

example, a universal VM-based access method for off-path

service element, an optimal routing method to make traversal

of service element feasible, and a load-balance method

to benefit the scalability of the performance of service

elements.

• Feasible implementation. LiveSec has been deployed

in the FIT building at Tsinghua University for nearly a

year. We implement 10 Open vSwitches, 200 VM-based

service elements, supplying services of intrusion detection

and protocol identification, and 50 wireless or wired users.

With full service support, LiveSec can achieve at least

8 Gbps for intrusion detection and 2 Gbps for protocol

identification.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II discusses the related work and background. The

detailed design of LiveSec is illustrated in section III.

Section IV describes the prototype implementation, and the

results of deployment and evaluation are provided in section

V. In the last section, we gives the conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first explain the state-of-the-art de-

sign for security management architecture of production

networks. We then discuss the OpenFlow-based research and

explain how we utilize OpenFlow to facilitate our work.

The latest and closest work is pswitch [3], where a policy-

aware switching layer (PLayer) is proposed for production

networks. Being plugged into pswitches in PLayer, security

middleboxes can be placed off the data path of the end-

to-end network tenants. Pswitches can explicitly forward

the flows of different network tenants through desired se-

quences of security middleboxes, based on administrators’

specified policies. However, i) PLayer critically relies on

that security middleboxes have to be correctly wired with the

accurate functional interfaces in pswitches, and ii) pswitches

in PLayer should be deployed with security middleboxes

respectively for each end-to-end network tenants. Both of

these limit the scalability and flexibility of the management

architecture.

In fact, according to the observation from 4D [5], the

root cause of those management problems in today’s data

networks is that the control-plane decision logic and data-

plane distributed protocols are inexorably intertwined in

network elements. In clean-slate 4D architecture, network

elements simply forward packets at the behest of the control

plane, and collect measurement data to aid the control plane
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Figure 1. Traditional architecture

in managing the network. The complete separation of control

plane and data plane can bring higher robustness and better

security for data networks.

Following the 4D project, the OpenFlow [6] technolo-

gy is proposed for improving the management in enter-

prise networks. OpenFlow is dedicated to provide an open

and programmable testbed for experimental innovation in

campus networks. It couples distributed and dumb flow-

based switches with a centralized and intelligent controller

taking in control of flows, so that network-wide fine-grain

policy defining and enforcing is supported. The emergence

of OpenFlow motivates the researches on exploring better

OpenFlow-based solution of problems in production net-

works [4][7][8].

Recent advances of the OpenFlow technologies

[6][9][10][11] inspire our research on security management

architecture. Our work fully utilizes the OpenFlow

technologies from the following three features:

• Fine-grain control. By separating the control plane from

the data plane, OpenFlow enables both simpler protocols

and more sophisticated algorithms in NOX controller [9]

for driving the operation of OpenFlow switches [6]. The

NOX controller can run desired management applications to

achieve flexible control for network monitoring, and govern

the information of network elements such as OpenFlow

switches and network tenants or users by the OpenFlow

protocol to apply fine-grain control for traffic engineering.

• Open technologies. OpenFlow is open for researchers to

do network application developing or network architecture

designing, this is a great help to efficient implementation

and development of our work. Open vSwitch [10], an open-

source project under long-term support and develop, is

purpose-built for achieving OpenFlow in virtualized environ-

ment. In order to support the access of VM-based security

service elements as well, our work efficiently adopt the Open
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Wireless Users

Wired Users

VM-based 
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Figure 2. LiveSec architecture

vSwitch.

• Unified standard. OpenFlow has approved technology

standard specification, making the development and produc-

tion of OpenFlow-enabled switches available. Meanwhile,

most network equipment vendors would like to add the

OpenFlow feature in their switch products without having to

open up interfaces inside their boxes and thereby expose the

internal workings. In summary, OpenFlow meets the benefit

of both network vendors and tenants or users.

III. NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE

Before describing the architecture of LiveSec, we briefly

discuss how our solution discriminates from the traditional

designs.

A. Overview

From the logical topology perspective, the architecture of

present production networks only includes two layers: the

layer of intermediate switching network and the layer of

terminal network tenants or users, as shown in Figure 1. This

architecture is difficult for management because the path-

computation of any end-to-end flow is governed by individ-

ual switches, which are distributed throughout the switching

network. This distribution bundles the control-plane decision

logic and data-plane packet forwarding together.

In order to solve this problem, we introduce a new

layer, the Access-Switching (AS) layer, to accomplish the

separation of control and data plane. The Access-Switching

layer is logically between the Legacy-Switching (LS) layer

and the Network-Periphery (NP) layer of traditional network

architecture, as Figure 2 shows. Hence the 3-layer archi-

tecture of LiveSec is formed. The motivation behind this

3-layer logical networking architecture is that we can effec-

tively enable end-to-end network management on accessing,
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routing and policy enforcing via the new added Access-

Switching layer. We will specify the design of each layer

in the following part.

B. Legacy Switching

Legacy-Switching layer is established by existing tradi-

tional Ethernet switches (LS switches) and links, which

provides physical interconnection between all the switches in

the Access-Switching layer. For small production networks,

the legacy switching network can be designed as a star

architecture to interconnect the switches of the Access-

Switching layer. However, for those networks of large scale,

e.g., with tens of thousands of hosts, the architecture of

legacy switching network will affect the interconnection

performance, e.g., bandwidth or latency. In order to provide a

high-performance interconnection for the Access-Switching

layer, we expect that the legacy switching network should

meet the following objectives:

• Underlying layer-2 switching. Legacy switching should

render the network configuration of each host identical to

what it would be, and support the migration of VMs without

changing their IP address. Thus all VMs are connected with

layer-2 switching. On the basis of layer-2 switching, any IP

address can be connected to any port of an Ethernet switch

due to flat addressing, so as to avoid affecting the operation

of the other two layers.

• Uniform high-bandwidth networking. The upper limit

of the end-to-end data delivery should depend only on

the terminal hosts, rather than the networking bandwidth

of legacy switching network. In addition, any end-to-end

available capacity should be uniform for Access-Switching

layer, no matter what the network topology is and how heavy

the network traffic is.

Because the Legacy-Switching layer is the basis of the

Access-Switching layer, we should satisfy the above require-

ments first to make the architecture more efficient. Here we

can refer to previous works on the architecture of production

networks. PortLand [12] or VL2 [13], which supports elastic

scale from 1 host to 100,000, can be employed in our

Legacy-Switching layer.

In the network of Legacy-Switching layer, IP routing and

forwarding technologies, e.g. link state routing protocol,

Equal Cost Multiple Path (ECMP) routing, IP anycasting and

multicasting, are still applicable for underlying data delivery,

as well as the DCN-specialized addressing protocols. All of

these can be integrated into our solution to some extent.

The Legacy-Switching layer is deployed to supply tra-

ditional switching function for the Access-Switching layer,

and our design yields the following three features due to its

infrastructure.

• Simplicity. Due to the backwards-compatibility, our so-

lution can be implemented without changing the traditional

infrastructure in existing production networks. Hence we can

incrementally deploy the Access-Switching layer through the

interfaces provided by the Legacy-Switching layer.

• Deployability. As a fundamental switching network,

the Legacy-Switching layer is completely transparent to the

Access-Switching layer. Therefore, switches of the Access-

Switching layer can be deployed anywhere, without car-

ing how the LS switches are distributed and connected.

Meanwhile the logical reachability between all switches in

the Access-Switching layer can be guaranteed by physical

interconnections in the Legacy-Switching layer.

• Reliability. Legacy-Switching network significantly re-

lies on link and switch redundancy to provide fault tolerance

for end-to-end interconnections. This infrastructure radically

benefits our solution to maintain the reliability and support

the scalability of the Access-Switching layer.

C. Access Switching

The Access-Switching layer is composed of LiveSec

controller [14] (developed based on NOX), AS switches

(OpenFlow-enabled switches, e.g., OvS [15]) and AS routers

(OpenFlow-enabled wireless routers, e.g., OF Wi-Fi [16]).

LiveSec controller and AS switches are deployed anywhere

alongside the legacy switches, by connecting to the inter-

faces that the legacy switches expose for AS switches. At the

same time, secure channels are established by AS switches

to connect to the control-plane (LiveSec controller).

AS switches are responsible for providing legitimate inter-

faces for Network-Periphery layer, no more AS switches are

allowed to be concatenated between the Legacy-Switching

layer and the Network-Periphery layer but one, in order to

provide the features as described below. And LiveSec con-

troller accomplishes the centralized network management for

network tenants or users.

1) Network topology: For LiveSec controller, the join

and leave of each AS switch can be observed through the

corresponding secure channel. Based on link layer discov-

ery protocol (LLDP), LiveSec controller can dynamically

discover the logical link between all switches. Hence the

global network topology of access switching network can

be mastered by the LiveSec controller in real time.

According to the description in Section 3.2, the legacy

switching network provides logical reachability between

any pair of AS switches. As a result, from the view of

LiveSec controller, a full-mesh logical topology is formed

among all AS switches in the Access-Switching layer. With

this simple topology, any end-to-end data delivery merely

requires abstract two-hop routing: the ingress AS switch

and the egress AS switch. This feature simplifies the logical

routing implementation in data plane.

Furthermore, no matter whether loops exist in the legacy

switching network, our solution ensures a loop-free access

switching network. We owe this feature to the spanning tree

protocol (STP) or ECMP in the legacy switching network,

because the actual routing between the ingress and egress AS
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switches can avoid the loops in the legacy switching network

by distributed loop-freeing protocols, thus any abstract two-

hop routing based on AS switches will not be affected by

redundant physical links in the production networks.

2) Location discovery: The host in the Network-

Periphery layer can join in the network by connecting to

the Network-Periphery interface that is provided by any AS

switch. The Legacy-Switching interface of the AS switch is

attached to the LS switch, and the ingress flows from the host

will first pass through the AS switch. When the host runs for

supplying or requesting application services, its ARP flow

will be sent out from the Network-Periphery layer to the

Access-Switching layer, and received by the connected AS

switch. According to the protocol in [15], the first packet

of this ARP flow will be encapsulated and forwarded to the

LiveSec controller.

With the ARP packet, LiveSec controller can discover

the corresponding host and learn its current location infor-

mation, e.g. connected AS switch and corresponding port,

MAC address, etc. Then LiveSec controller will record this

location information of the fresh host in the routing table, or

update the routing table for the existing host. If the host leave

the network or is down, corresponding location information

will be removed from the routing table due to ARP packet

timeout.

Besides, with bidirectional ARP packets, LiveSec con-

troller can also get the link information which indicates the

port mapping between ingress and egress AS switch, and

keep track of the mapping relationship in the link table.

Hereto, LiveSec controller can manage all the information of

both Network-Periphery layer and Access-Switching layer.

For the handling of broadcast packet such as ARP and

DHCP, directly broadcasting will burden the legacy switch-

ing network and affect the access switching performance,

because all physical links will be involved and all other AS

switches will have to handle the broadcast packet again. To

solve this problem, a dedicated directory proxy [12] should

be employed to specially handle all ARP and DHCP resolu-

tions by looking-up global host information maintained by

LiveSec controller.

3) End-to-end routing: To deliver addressing, forwarding

and routing for production networks environment, we should

leverage the flow observation. Assuming one flow from

the host in the Network-Periphery layer enters the ingress

AS switch, and its first packet is reported to the LiveSec

controller, the LiveSec controller will analyze this packet to

find out the flow information, including VLAN id, two-end

MAC addresses and Ethernet type (of the data link layer),

two-end IP addresses and protocol (of the network layer),

two-end TCP ports (of the transport layer) and so on. In this

paper we call this flow information as the 9-tuple.

According to the MAC addresses, we can locate many

information from the routing table, including the ingress

AS switch src-sw, the Network-Periphery port src-sw-inport

(where source destination host connect), the ingress AS

switch dst-sw, and the Network-Periphery port dst-sw-
outport (port where source destination host connect). Mean-

while, with the src-sw and dst-sw, LiveSec controller can

find the Legacy-Switching port connection src-sw-outport
and dst-sw-inport between these two AS switches from the

link table.

Utilizing the above information, fine-grain forwarding and

routing policy can be enforced by adding new flow entries

in the flow tables of the ingress and egress AS switches

respectively. For the ingress AS switch src-sw, the rule

field of the flow entry should be matching the src-sw-
inport and 9-tuple flow information, and the action field

should be forwarding from the src-sw-outport. Similarly, the

flow entry enabled in the egress AS switch dst-sw should

contain the rule with matching dst-sw-inport plus other 9-

tuple information, and the action with forwarding from the

dst-sw-outport.

Once the flow table is established in every AS switch, the

LiveSec controller will make the first and follow-up packets

of the flow pass through the AS switch by looking-up the

local flow table. End-to-end routing can works as follows:

when any packet of the same flow enters the AS switch src-
sw through the port src-sw-inport, its header matches the rule

field of corresponding flow entry, and it will be forwarded to

port src-sw-outport according to the action. Note that src-sw-
outport and dst-sw-inport are logically interconnected, while

the physical links between them can be optimal by the path

computing based on distributed protocols, and the packet

is normally routed to the port dst-sw-inport of AS switch

dst-sw by the LS switches. Likewise, the packet matches

corresponding flow entry and reaches the destination host

after being sent from port dst-sw-outport.

The addressing, forwarding and routing for the flow in

the other direction are the same. In fact, bidirectional flows

can be simultaneously handled as a session. For the request

flow, the 9-tuple flow information can be utilized at the

same time, to construct the 9-tuple flow information of the

corresponding reply flow based on the predefined session

policy managed by LiveSec controller.

For the network environment that Pseudo MAC (PMAC)

address and Actual MAC (AMAC) address are both applied

[12], our solution only cares the packet type between the

Network-Periphery layer and Legacy-Switching layer, thus

the PMAC address is actually involved in the Access-

Switching layer. Moreover, for the network instance that

location-specific IP address (LA) and application-specific IP

address (AA) are utilized for address resolution [13], our

solution will not be affected at all, because our routing is

based on layer-2 switching. After all, the procedure in legacy

switching network is transparent for Access-Switching layer.
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D. Network periphery
Based on the Legacy-Switching layer and the Access-

Switching layer, the basic network architecture is estab-

lished. The Network-Periphery layer is comprised of the

tenants or users who utilize this architecture to accomplish

various applications, and the Service Elements (SE) that

provide network services (such as protocol identification,

firewall, intrusion detection, virus scanning, content inspec-

tion, and so on).
Network tenants or users will join in the network via

the Access-Switching layer. More detailedly, wireless users

access the network over OF Wi-Fi, while wired users and

service elements connect to the network via OvSes. The

service elements are designed to be VM-based, so that they

are well suited to plug-and-serve deployment of various

network services.
1) Service element: To make the network service more

scalable and flexible, the following two issues are necessary

to be further taken into account: i) dynamic migration

for elastic utilization of network service resources, and ii)
centralized management for uniform and convenient control.

Aiming for addressing these issues, we mainly contribute in

the support of VM-based service element, and the design of

communication mechanism between service elements and

the LiveSec controller.
A service element can be viewed as an off-path middlebox

[3] in the Network-Periphery layer, rather than the switching

layer for traditional network architecture. Therefore, service

elements can access the network via the Access-Switching

layer. To meet the requirement of dynamic migration, we

should deploy the service element based on VM, because

the mobility of users and VMs can be guaranteed by existing

OpenFlow technologies. Supported by OvS, VM access is

feasible, hence we can introduce VM-based service element

to provide elastic network service in LiveSec.
However, the LiveSec controller can be aware of the

service element as a host, but cannot find out whether

it is a service element, or what the network service is.

Therefore, in order to manage the service elements effec-

tively, they must be able to communicate with the LiveSec

controller. According to the OpenFlow protocol, the first

packet of every end-to-end flow will be forwarded to LiveSec

controller, and only the packet header is used to discover

the host information. Based on this observation, we design

a communication mechanism with exploiting the packet

content for the communication between service element and

the LiveSec controller.
In the service element, we use a service daemon to

encapsulate the desired message in a UDP packet with

specialized format and identifier. When this UDP packet

is sent out from the service elements and received by the

AS switch, the flow table will be looked up to see whether

there is a corresponding flow entry. If not, packet will be

forwarded to the LiveSec controller. LiveSec controller will

check the packet content via message parsing module to

see if the message identifier is legitimate, for the right

communication message, packet will be further analyzed

to find out the detailed message content according to the

message format. At the same time, LiveSec controller will

not add the flow entry for this UDP flow, so that every

message coming from the service element can be forwarded

to LiveSec controller all the time.

In order to make the communication more secure, we can

further employ a certification mechanism. All joined service

elements must have the proven certificates issued by the

LiveSec controller. Otherwise, the flows generated by the

corresponding service element will be dropped in the ingress

AS switch.

By leveraging the communication mechanism, a service

element can deliver the information about its network service

to the LiveSec controller. The first one is the real-time

on-line message, which is used to confirm the existence

of the service element and which type of network service

it provides. Meanwhile the load information such as CPU

utility, memory footprint and number of processed pack-

ets per second is attached. The other is the event report

message, which is generated and sent only when the result

of network service is produced. In addition to the service

result, corresponding end-to-end flow information will be

also included in the message. LiveSec controller will use

this message to take relevant actions to the end-to-end flow

for centralized management. In other words, the action is

not taken by distributed service elements.

2) Features: Based on the design of VM-based service

element and corresponding communication mechanism, our

network architecture can support not only the distributed

network services via service elements, but also the uniform

management for all service elements and the network traffic.

Therefore, the mobility and load balance of the service

elements, the monitoring and control of entire network traffic

are also enabled by our design.

In fact, from the perspective of PC, the legacy switching

and access switching network in LiveSec construct the

motherboard, while the VM-based service elements are

the hardware resources, connected to the motherboard via

network bus. Meanwhile, as a network operation system,

LiveSec controller is in charge of managing these hardware

resources via the communication mechanism, which is equal

to the driver of these hardware resources. Therefore, in the

sight of LiveSec controller, adding more service elements

can be uniformly regarded as the increase of the capacity

of hardware resources. Hence we can efficiently allocate

desired resources for each user.

Compared with traditional network architecture, network

event information can be recorded by system log of distribut-

ed network elements. However, distributed management can-

not effectively utilize this information to locate the network

problem. In LiveSec, we can master the network events by
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only first few packets. Because the log information is global,

it is convenient to manage the network by visualizing the

network environment, and locate the network problems by

replaying the history events.

IV. LIVESEC IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we implement the security management

architecture by applying the security service elements, which

can provide service of intrusion detection. A series of

significant features are also demonstrated through several

instances.

A. Interactive policy enforcement

When a security service element is added into the net-

work, it will send real-time on-line message to the LiveSec

controller. The LiveSec controller will find the security

service element according to the message, and record its

location information, including the MAC address and the

network service type, here is intrusion detection.

The LiveSec controller keeps a global policy table that is

pre-configured and managed by the network administrator.

The policy table describes whether or which security service

element should be traversed for various end-to-end flows. In

traditional architecture, complicated logic mechanisms such

as removing physical connectivity, manipulating link costs or

separating VLANs, have to be employed to make the target

flow to pass through designated security middleboxes. Yet in

our architecture, the traversal of any security service element

can be flexibly guaranteed, under all conditions of policy by

interactive policy-enforcing.

Figure 3 illustrates the feature of interactive policy-

enforcing. When a user tries to access the Internet through

the gateway, the LiveSec controller will loop up the policy

table with the first packet of the flow. If the policy indicates

that the flow must pass through the intrusion detection

element, the LiveSec controller will redirect all the packets

of the connection to the appointed service element for

security check. After that, the checked packets are forward
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Internet

LiveSec Controller

Security 
Service 

Element#1

Load-balancing

Host#1

Access Switching

Legacy Switching

Host#2

Security 
Service 

Element#2

Load Report

Figure 4. Distributed load-balancing

to the Internet. The service element will report security event

of the connection to the LiveSec controller once malicious

attack is detected in the flow. Based on the event, the LiveSec

controller decides that a drop action is enforced to the

ingress AS switch where the user is connected.

To facilitate this procedure, corresponding flow entries

will be loaded in all involving AS switches to make the

flow go along the desired logical path, so that the flow is

completely scrubbed before leaving the gateway.

So when a flow enters the ingress AS switch, LiveSec

controller will first i) add a flow entry in the ingress

AS switch, with the action that changes the destination

MAC address of the flow into the MAC address of the

appointed service element and forwards the packet to the

service element, then ii) add a flow entry in the AS switch

connected with the security service element, with matching

the modified flow from ingress AS switch and forwarding

to the security service element, and iii) add another flow

entry in the same switch with matching the new flow the

security service element sends back, forwarding to the target

of original flow, at last iv) add a flow entry in the egress AS

switch to match the same new flow and send out to the

gateway.

Because LiveSec controller has the global information,

according to the first packet the original flow, all above

flow entries can be calculated and enforced simultaneously.

After all flow entries are established, the first and subsequent

packets of the original flow will be sent out and forwarded in

line with the flow table of each AS switch. The destination-

MAC-address-modified flow will be normally leaded to the

target security service element by layer-2 switching in legacy

switching network.

After several packets of the flow are processed, if the

security check is successful, the security service element

will report a security event message including the 12-tuple

information of the detected flow and the corresponding

attack type. LiveSec controller will then modify relevant

flow entries with the drop action in the ingress AS switch,
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to block this flow at the entrance. Hence the inner switching

network will be completely protected from the outer terminal

attacks. Therefore, our architecture enables uniform and

flexible security management based on interactive policy-

enforcing.

B. Load balancing

The throughput of single security service element is

always limited. In order to make the security performance

of the network scalable, we can add more security service

elements and distribute them anywhere in the Network-

Periphery layer. However, a bad balancing will result in a

bad performance, e.g., partial security service elements are

overloaded while others are idle. Thus we should balance

the load among all elements globally. By achieving global

balancing on the LiveSec controller, the whole network

security performance can be linearly increased with the

number of security service elements.

As Figure 4 shows, the load balancing utilize the AS

network, rather than a dedicated load-balance appliance to

distribute security work-load. Aware of the load information

of every security service element, LiveSec controller can

intelligently select the security service elements for each

end-to-end connection according to pre-defined policies and

dynamic network states.

According to pre-defined policies, LiveSec controller can

do load-balancing with different granularity. For example,

with few users but heavy network traffic, flow-grain load

balance is preferred, or flows are equally assigned to dif-

ferent security service elements. However, when there are

a large number of users, user-grain load balance is more

effective in terms of both speed and efficiency.

For dynamic network states, LiveSec controller can uti-

lize different dispatching algorithms such as polling, hash,

queuing or minimum-load method. According to different

requirements, different algorithms may be utilized to choose

the proper security service element for each flow or user,
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Figure 6. LiveSec deployment

so as to make the real-time load of each security service

element as balanced as possible.

Overall, compared with traditional architecture, our

LiveSec enables high-efficiency and scalable security man-

agement based on the support of distributed access of

security service elements and the load balance among them.

Moreover, all the security service elements are available for

any end-to-end connection, thus the single point of failure

can be avoided in LiveSec.

C. Service-aware traffic monitoring

Our architecture can also support service-aware traffic

monitoring besides the above-mentioned features. Based on

the application identification service elements, the appli-

cation protocol of each flow can be analyzed, therefore

LiveSec controller know the services status that each user

is consuming. With this information, LiveSec controller can

further master the network traffic distribution and service-

aware statistics, and provide more interesting function, such

as aggregate flow control.

D. Visualization

Leveraging the global topology information and network

traffic information, our architecture provides dynamic visu-

alization of many real-time network events, such as user

join and leave, load condition of links and various service

elements, which user is accessing which application service,

where attacks happen, and so on. As Figure 5 illustrates, a

LiveSec WebUI [14] is designed based on the backstage

database to display the above topology and events, as well

as history replay.

The procedure of the WebUI is described as below. At

the backstage, when the event processing module receives a

network event, it will report to the monitoring component.

The monitoring component then gathers the information and

records it to the database of a remote web server. The front-

end website, which displays the topology and events, uses
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Figure 7. Normal network environment

a timer’s command to request the information from the

remote web server periodically. The web server has been

configured in the LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP)

mode, and can fetch requested data from the database for

the corresponding display in the website.

Compared to the existing OpenFlow visualization pro-

gram ENVI, our design is simpler and more efficient for

the implementation, due to i) the web-based display which

only needs the browser enable Flash function and has no

dependence on the operation system or any other library,

and ii) the usage of database which makes mass data storage

and operating possible, meanwhile allows multiple users to

access the WebUI simultaneously.

V. DEPLOYMENT

Since our implementation is based on commodity hard-

ware and open-source software, new LiveSec networks can

be quickly deployed for both research and daily use. Cur-

rently, LiveSec is massively deployed in the FIT building

at Tsinghua University (testbed is shown in Figure 6). For

the basic network environment of FIT building, networking

center provides the core switching network for the whole

building, and each storey is equipped with distributed sec-

ondary Ethernet switches to support the access of respective

labs. Such a network practically supports three network

segments, the access of over 3000 users and bandwidth of

100Mbps downstream for each user.

A. Network scale

We implement two switching and wiring closets with

OpenFlow-enabled switches for the access of service ele-

ments and wired users. The OpenFlow-enabled switches are

implemented based on Intel Xeon 5500 series servers with

four Gigabit Network Interface Cards (NICs) and software

package of OvS release version 1.1.0. We also deploy twenty

OF Wi-Fi APs in various meeting rooms of the building for

other wireless users. The OF Wi-Fi APs are applied with

commercial Pantou based on the OpenWrt release version

10.03.

Figure 8. Network events happen: user leave, traffic increase, attack found

All 10 OpenFlow-enabled switches are both connected to

the Gigabit backbone network of the building by two 24-port

Gigabit Ethernet switches, and the bandwidth provided for

every user will be no less than 100Mbps. From the perspec-

tive of LiveSec controller, these OvSes in the two machine

rooms and other OF Wi-Fi APs distributed in different

meeting rooms are all connected by an abstract traditional

switching network and form the full-mesh Access-Switching

layer around it.

B. Performance evaluation

1) Throughput: In the situation of UDP flows, single OvS

can get up to 100Mbps access performance for wired users,

and single Pantou can reach 43Mbps for wireless users [17].

Each OvS can support running 20 VMs as the service

elements simultaneously with each service element con-

nected to the OvS itself. We implement the functions of

intrusion detection and application identification in service

elements by porting open-source software tools, Snort [18]

(an opensource intrusion detection system) and Linux L7-

filter [19] (an opensource protocol identification system).

Under the bypass mode, single VM-based service element

can reach about 500 Mbps throughput, and the maximum

performance of 20 VMs is limited to the Gigabit NIC of

the physical host implemented with OvS. According to the

test with HTTP flows, performance of single VM-based

service element is 421 Mbps, and twice VM-based service

elements raise the whole performance to 827 Mbps. Our

result verified that the performance can be linearly increased

with the number of VM-based service elements.

Normally, we have about 30 wireless users, 20 wired user-

s, and 200 VM-based service elements supplying network

services of intrusion detection and protocol identification.

The performance of the LiveSec unit can achieve at least

8Gbps for intrusion detection and 2Gbps for protocol identi-

fication. In fact, the maximum capacity cannot be practically

tested because the real-life traffic is not heavy, the traffic are

primarily limited by the performance of the ingress OvS or

OF Wi-Fi and their numbers.
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2) Load balance: The load balance based on the selecting

minimum-load method is effective in the practical test. The

load is judged according to the number of received and

processed packets. For the normal traffic, the real-time load

deviation among multiple service elements is no more than

5%.

3) Latency: We test the network delay by pinging from

the user to an Internet server. Compared with legacy switch-

ing network without access the Internet through OpenFlow-

enable equipment, we can find that, LiveSec only increase

the average latency by around 10%. This result will almost

cause none affection to the user experience.

4) Visualization: The effect of visualization via WebUI

is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, 3 OvSes and 1 OF Wi-Fi

are deployed in this practical network, and only 2 intrusion

detection service elements and 2 application identification

service elements are on-line at present, connected to 2 OvSes

respectively. All the users connected with the AS switches

will access the Internet through LiveSec. From the figure,

we can see that the logical topology of the entire network

is full-mesh in deed.

In Figure 7, the network is running normally with 5

wireless users. Based on the service elements, we can

monitor that 4 of them are browsing webpage, while the

rest one is using the SSH service, and the network traffic

is small. After a period of time, from Figure 8, we can

observe that one user has left the network, meanwhile one

user who was browsing webpage at first is downloading by

BitTorrent right now, leading to the high utilization of the

network links. In addition, another user is trying to access

some malicious website, while this action is detected and

reported by the service element immediately.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose LiveSec, an agile architecture

for network security management in production networks.

LiveSec achieves flexible security management with end-

to-end security coverage and linearly scalable performance.

Practical deployment in a campus networks shows that

LiveSec enables lots of novel functions, including interactive

policy-enforcement, effective load-balancing, application-

aware monitoring, as well as network environment visualiza-

tion and event replay. These features make the management

in production networks more intelligent, convenient and flex-

ible. Our experience in production networks demonstrated

that LiveSec can greatly benefit the vast users by providing

more secure and diverse network services.
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